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The cryptocurrency market has remained in
slight green numbers since Janet Yellen
accidentally published details of Biden‘s
Executive Order on crypto. 

The US administration is planning to unveil
more details in the next few weeks. It could be
a volatile few days in the crypto market if the 
 White House officially takes a lead role in
setting policy for digital assets. 

Janet Yellen believes the order could result in
substantial benefits for the nation, consumers,
and businesses. The new policy will also
address risks related to illicit finance, protecting
consumers and investors, and preventing
threats to the financial system and broader
economy. 

 

Updates on Biden‘s Executive Order on crypto
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Federal Reserve Decision 
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The Federal Reserve monthly meeting on  Wednesday was the key event of the week. The rate decision has now begun a multi-
month campaign of rate hikes triggering major volatility waves. The Committee signalled a much stronger hawkish bias as
inflation is currently the highest it has been since the 1980s.  The next few meetings will also be market-movers as  Powell
confirmed the Fed is expecting to begin reducing its holdings of Treasury securities and agency debt and agency mortgage-
backed securities as well. 
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The meeting on 16th of March triggered the first post-pandemic round of rate hikes with a larger than usual half-point increase. The US
monetary system is also taking a hit from the unexpected geopolitical conflict between Russia and Ukraine, with Powell calling it a “game-
changer” that could have unpredictable consequences. The Fed has already begun analysing different scenarios which could impact
markets (including cryptos) for a very long time. The interest rate hike was the first of many to come.  
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Sentiment mixed
 

Optimism about talks between Ukraine and
Russia has potential to positively impact the
crypto market over the next few days.

A cease-fire could impact the S&P500 (and
due to correlations, BTC as well). A possible
deal will be favourable for the current status
of certain economic indicators such as the
US consumer sentiment, which is near an 11-
year low. The decline in consumer sentiment
is linked to a sudden surge in gasoline prices
to a record high as an aftermath of Russia's
war against Ukraine.

If the Ukraine reaches a strategic turning
point in the conflict, and given the markets
have been tied closely to this, it is believed
many markets will begin to turn green. 
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The  Cryptocurrency Fear & Greed Index has been useful to track the shifts in market sentiment lately. The daily indicator, which uses a numeric
scale between 0 and 100 to measure the sentiment in the crypto market, has remained in "Extreme Fear" for over a week. At the moment of this
report, the index is at 25. 

The use of this index as a trend indicator could help traders to invest wisely. As the indicators are currently at a zone of acute anxiety, traders could
expect the market to reverse at some point in the near future (as fear will transform into greed, gradually). 
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It was a volatile week once again in the crypto markets as
traders had to deal with several macroeconomic releases
apart from the Fed meeting.  
 
Producer Price Index (PPI)  on Tuesday. and Retail Sales
on Wednesday were negative in alignment with
comments made by Powell in the general meeting.

Powell stated the Fed is not worried about a recession,
but sees an ‘unhealthy’ trend in the labour market. He
also commented that the U.S. economy was strong
enough to withstand interest rate hikes without slipping
into a recession.  

Understanding fundamental analysis will provide
excellent opportunities for traders. The correlation
between US equities and BTC is expected to continue for
the coming quarters. 
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The cryptocurrency market has been oscillating within a consolidation range in the last few days, with the short-term picture remaining
questionable. Many currencies are experiencing sideways trading on the monthly timeframe, while others have reached historical dips.   From the
top 10 cryptos by market cap, AVAX is the one leading the profit board this week with 8.74% accumulated. AVAX is followed by Solana and
Binance Coin. Terra and Ripple have been the worst performers in the last 7 days, registering -5% and -3% respectively. 
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Crypto Market Cap (TOTAL)

The overall market capitalisation has crossed the $1.70T mark once again after the top currencies mirrored the bullish moves of the US equities
market. Many currencies at the moment are narrowing their consolidation range, waiting for a major breakout.  

At the time of this analysis, the global crypto market cap is $1.82 with a total volume over the last 24 hours of $82.90B. Traders are monitoring the
current accumulation zone, as a breakout of the descending trendline could push TOTAL back to the $2T mark. 
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Altcoins Market Cap DeFi Market Cap 

The Altcoins market is heating up as Bitcoin's market dominance has inverted. If TOTAL2 breaks the descending channel, Altcoins could
experience a bullish cycle in the short term.  A stabilisation of BTC's price could also be a catalyser for DeFi tokens to take the lead. Price action
seems to be bouncing off strongly from the ascending monthly support. At the time of this technical analysis, TOTALDEFI is trading at 130.75Bn
with a total volume of  $11.53B (13.90% of the total crypto market volume). 
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

Bitcoin dominance looks it’s currently setting up a reversal structure, with two of its candlestick now rejecting the 50% retracement level of the
Fibonacci. At the time of this analysis, BTC.D is at 43.23%. Its last two weekly candles closed as a bearish inverted hammer, which could signal a
short-term Altcoin/Stablecoin season ahead. 
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Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D) 

The Ethereum dominance index has reached its highest point in weeks, increasing over 4% in a few days as Bitcoin’s market dominance has
inverted.  Traders are in search of the bottom, while several Dominances Ratios posit that Altcoins may surge before BTC in the next cycle. 
 Ethereum could potentially gain some territory in the next few days, with the 20% mark as a target. 
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Bitcoin (BTC)  

BTC has been trading above $40,000 for a second consecutive day, as bullish pressure keeps being fuelled by the rise in US equities. BTCUSD did
not lose momentum after the Fed rate decision and traders are now relieved helping with recent market tension. 

At the time of this report, BTCUSD is trading at $40,300 with a 24-hour trading volume of $29,872,474,121. A breakout has not yet been confirmed.
Price action must close above the previous daily candle highs in order to set a new tone. 
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Ethereum (ETH)

Ethereum is standing at a critical monthly level with bulls now waiting for a weekly closure to confirm their long positions. ETHSUD has climbed to a
two-week high with its last weekly formation possibly closing as a bullish engulfing at key ascending support.

If ETHUSD closes above $3000, the asset could potentially rally to its highest levels in weeks. Whilst the price moves away from support at $2,500,
ETH's next challenge is the $2,850 resistance.
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